LEWI Working Paper Series is an endeavour of David C. Lam Institute for East-West Studies (LEWI), a consortium with 28 member universities, to foster dialogue among scholars in the field of East-West studies. Globalisation has multiplied and accelerated inter-cultural, inter-ethnic, and inter-religious encounters, intentionally or not. In a world where time and place are increasingly compressed and interaction between East and West grows in density, numbers, and spread, East-West studies has gained a renewed mandate. LEWI's Working Paper Series provides a forum for the speedy and informal exchange of ideas, as scholars and academic institutions attempt to grapple with issues of an inter-cultural and global nature.
Introduction
For more than a decade, Wong Kar-wai has captivated art house audiences across Wong established himself as a leading art cinema director. Wong is particularly known for his stylistic trademarks, including such elements as intricate narrative structures, voiceover monologues, shallow focus, and elegant production design. Scholars and critics have noted the influence of Wong Kar-wai on contemporary art cinema. Tony Rayns, along with other critics, focused on Wong's manipulations of temporality, and called him a "poet of time." 1 Ackbar Abbas takes Wong's early works as evoking the elusive ambivalence of Hong Kong's cultural space. 2 David Bordwell proposes "avant pop" to examine the development of the maverick director's style and shows that Wong's avant-garde artistry is built on assimilating and reworking formulas of popular entertainment. 3 Rey Chow reads Wong's treatment of nostalgia with "a fantasized state of oneness," a metaphysical juxtaposition of the present and the past. 4 Chow further argues that the sentiments of In the Mood for Love forms a kind of "capital-in-flux," turning everyday experience into global phantasmagorias. 5 A more popular account for Wong Kar-wai's international appeal suggests that his work is indebted to music video. 6 As a dominant visual language in global networks of electronic communication, music video is characterized by nonlinear narrative, multiple and fragmented diegesis (musical performance crosscut with fictional worlds), rapid-fire, discontinuous montage marked by percussive rhythms and a broad mix of photographic textures and graphic material. These features do seem to match the stylistic motifs in Wong We propose that music, rather than images, furnishes a key to account for the silencing of Orientalist critique. This silence is filled by another channel of cultural communication that makes Wong's work seem less Orientalist than say, films by Chen Kaige or Zhang Yimou. We propose to call this channel of cultural communication 'transcultural'
and argue for the audio track's special agency, which provides an entry to Wong's transcultural appeal.
Here, transcultural sound is extended in aesthetic evocation that obscures culturally Transculture might also be a type of global consciousness and a creation "in the holistic forms of diverse cultures." 11 Based on these notions, we add that transcultural forms should be understood as a collective and joint lived experience, a complex communication capable of transcending cultural boundaries and enriching existing aesthetic and cultural practices. 12 Film, as a powerful art of emotional arousal, is a perfect medium for transcultural practice. For analytical purposes, we define transcultural here as filmmaking strategies and Wong Kar-wai style, it also points to a new reading strategy in contemporary transcultural cinema.
Fallen Angels and In the Mood for Love
For a film to qualify as transcultural, it must offer materials from at least two levels.
One is the cross-regional level, the overlapping cultural borders among various locales.
Another level is the increasingly obscure boundaries between each locale and the rest of the world, namely the international, global communities. These two levels are juxtaposed and allowed to coalesce to create a transcultural soundscape. Fallen Angels and In the Mood for Love perform fluid crossings and juxtaposition between these levels in their uses of music.
Within the cross-regional, they are transcultural because they feature music from different regional localities--Hong Kong, the Chinese mainland and Taiwan. In terms of the international, global context, these films can also be called transcultural because they incorporate a wide range of musical selections, covering different periods (from late 19th century to contemporary), genres (pop, trance, Latin music and Chinese operas), and countries (Japan, Taiwan, China, Hong Kong, US and UK).
Fallen Angels
Fallen Angels tells two intertwined stories of three "Angels" (lost souls) in Hong who constantly tries to shy away. As the son chases and corners the father in the cramped interiors of Chungking Mansions, "Missing you" helps localize the meaning of the sequence.
Since the son does not speak to express his feelings, he uses a camcorder as a means to connect with his father. But the video alone is inadequate to fully express his emotion, so the extradiegetic song "Missing you" comes in to deliver the missing words. One might argue that such a device betrays a lack of confidence in the audience's ability to catch the scene's subtlety. However, we suggest the song is there to add value to the image, and render the scene more lively and fluid. As the visual track might not be sufficient to portray the delicacy of a nonverbal father-son relationship, the "Missing you" soundtrack enhances the meaning and thereby transforms an otherwise typical music video of jerky jump cuts and hand-held camera. As the scene appears, appeals, and signifies, music is there to create a rhythm, an aura, and a life. Paradoxically, when the father was 'preserved' by a video camera, he dies. In the scene where Ho repeatedly watches his father on a TV screen, the same music enters again to convey yearning for his father to come alive. The extradiegetic music is a crucial narrative agency that helps constitute an undertone of filial love.
The Hokkien song in the scene also carries an indexical meaning: the father's identity as an immigrant from Fujian province. Here we see the careful mapping of cross-regional and international difference through music in Fallen Angels. Three illustrations follow. First, Cantonese opera is heard as ambient sound in local tea restaurants where another Angel, a professional assassin Chan Chun-liang, executes his targets. Cantonese opera and food specifies the regional and ethnic origin (traditional, local Hong Kong sites) of the hit. Next, Massive Attack's British trip-hot hit "Karmacoma" is the theme music for the assassin Angel, Befuddled but afraid of confronting their spouses, Zhou and Su decide to re-enact the affair to take revenge. But once they begin their game, they discover they've fallen into their own trap.
The social pressure and emotional turmoil they experience in keeping their own affair is beyond their strength. At the end Zhou and Su succumb to moral propriety and go their separate ways. Though In the Mood for Love is a nuanced melodrama about the struggle between desire and moral constraint, its cinematic meaning lies in its evocation of a period and its enigmatic appeal. The film's noteworthy costume, set design and orchestral music can all be attributed to a nostalgic representation of the 1960s Hong Kong. 14 
What kind of nostalgia? None of the landmark events of the 1960s is presented
explicitly on the screen, save for an oblique reference to political turmoil, with emigration of Su's landlords to the US. Nostalgia, as Thomas Luk points out, is associated with "something more elusive and delicate that is no longer treasured in human interactions." 15 not exist without a style." 16 She then calls the use of music in the New German Cinema "strategies of remembrance" to qualify film's exploration of historical memory. 17 Following
Flynn's suggestion, we argue it is music rather than image or mise en scene that works as the Transcultural sounds connect and bind dispersed geographies and distinct histories.
With a variety of historical raw materials from Shanghai, Beijing, Canton and Western music, a (failed) love affair of a bygone era salvages a temporal nostalgia that is vividly transcultural. The nostalgia is transcultural because it invokes a wide range of cultural/historical music to construct a nostalgic chronotope or time-space of the 1960s Hong Kong. 18 Hong Kong here is not so much a tangible site to recapture colonial remnants but a textual locus to transport imagination of a fluid, Chinese cultural treasury. 19 Remembering the past does not hinge on a single mythical origin, but unfolds along multiple trajectories and assumes an imagined cultural network stretching from Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong outward to Singapore, Cambodia and the US. Through music, the film produces a powerful sentiment, unequivocally transcultural and transhistorical.
Happy Together
Happy Happy Together can also be read as Wong Kar-wai's take on the postcolonial. The world seems smaller, familiar and yet still as strange and wide as ever. Nowhere can be as alien and intimate as home, even Buenos Aires. With the locations of the three Chinese men, Hong Kong locality shifts to that of a former Spanish colony. After a full circle, Lai Yiu-fai travels to Taipei, sightseeing at a night market and samples the city's newly installed mass transit rail. This recalls the standard Wong Kar-wai ending: will he settle down with a Taipei partner, or is he ready to take off, and begin another journey? Where there is diaspora, there too is the portable and provisional global.
Conclusion
In Hong Kong, human movement is often subject to the flow of mass transportation.
Transporting human bodies is one concrete expression of modern humanity, but how to transport less concrete human conditions such as emotion and feeling? How was love, anxiety, libido, and alienation transmitted and transported, exchanged and enriched as Hong Kong approached its "expiration" day in 1997?
Diaspora is a fascinating theme to Wong Kar-wai. Wong made up his stories by centering on such motifs as "leaving," "arriving," "moving ahead," and "waiting." These motifs constitute mobility in the most practical and mundane sense. Every time the character leaves a place, he also embarks on a new journey to a new place, for a new relationship.
These stories of (be)longing and (re)searching--recurrent motifs in diaspora narratives--make Wong Kar-wai's films transcultural. In Days of Being Wild, Fallen Angels, Happy Together and In the Mood for Love all the characters must move on to a different place, country or culture to leave their failing relationships behind. Similarly, in the martial arts film Ashes of Time and the science fiction romance 2046, there is a wide, interwoven world marked by a number of couples who are either unable to love, or prefer waiting than accept substitutes.
Exile becomes a way of existing and a metaphor for submission to the governing laws of life.
As time washes away their youth and buries their beauty, they are left with memories, nostalgia, and voiceover monologue, which indicates a provisional, sometimes deceptive subjectivity. Wong Kar-wai privileges interior voices and musical accompaniment to external events.
With Fallen Angels, In the Mood for Love and Happy Together, diasporic themes are pronounced in the choice of music. Suppose transcultural cinema is the correct concept to discuss Wong's films, then these three films provide absorbing illustrations. Regional and cultural markers of people and locality are clearly signposted in the narrative. Cultural and geographical displacement is also carefully noted in the musical sounds. Lastly, the emphasis on music shows Wong's alliance with current trends of global communication and culture.
This, in turn, makes Wong an attractive object for multinational corporations seeking media exposure in new, international markets. My Blueberry Nights, Wong's first English-language film, shows a handsome payoff in the extension of transcultural practice within shifting geographies of marketplace, culture and desire.
